
AFJAN
3yo c. by UNCLE MO HIP 24

ANALYSIS

AFJAN is a lightly-raced, 3yo colt by top stallion 
Uncle Mo backed by a deep female family. his dam, 
Scarlet Strike, was a Grade 3 winner who earned over 
$400,000. Scarlet Strike's other foal to race, TORO 
STRIKE, is a Group 3 winner in England and has been 
imported for a U.S. campaign. AFJAN has never been 
off the board in his 3 starts this year, most recently 
running 3rd in a KEE MdSpWt with a 78 Beyer. 

DRF PPs

Last Race: 4/22/22 - MdSpWt @ KEE 
Finish: 3rd
Trainer: Todd Pletcher
Conditions Left: ALL
Preferred Surface: Dirt

In his three starts this year, AFJAN has shown tactical speed when finishing second twice in 
MdSpWt races at Tampa Bay Downs over their winter meet. Since stretching out in distance, 
he has shown improvement in each start. In his last race on April 22nd, AFJAN drew a wide 
post and was forced wide throughout the mile-1/16th test (click to watch replay). 

He earned a solid 78 
Beyer for this effort and 
was the only horse to 
travel farther than the 
winner, closing the final 
1/16th of a mile just as 
quickly as the eventual 
winner. 

With this performance, 
AFJAN proved that he 
belongs against MdSpWt 
company and looks 
primed for another good 
effort next out. 

https://www.equineline.com/KeeVideos/pttRaceVideoViewer.cfm?raceid=mp4:2022/1308/202204221612KED7_1308.mp4&track=KEENELAND&race_date=04/22/22&horse=Afjan&pid=0&product_reference_number=9&sample=Y&CFID=151382683&CFTOKEN=e416437f560e8dba-A7E9E3BB-5056-BE2F-7803C823E6CE4457


AFJAN HIP 24

THORO-GRAPH & RAGOZIN

LOOKING AHEAD

Based on the improvement that AFJAN has shown this winter and spring, he should be 
competitive in MdSpWt races on any circuit. Being by UNCLE MO, sire of top turf horses in 
recent years such as MO FORZA and GOLDEN PAL, AFJAN could also take to the turf. His 
female family also produced some turf horses including his half-brother, G3W TORO STRIKE.

Possible next starts include but are not limited to:

*May 20-21 at Pimlico is Preakness Stakes weekend.




